Suzuki sx4 2006

The Suzuki SX4 is a subcompact car and crossover developed jointly by Japanese automaker
Suzuki and Italian automaker Fiat , sold since It was available as a hatchback and sedan , with
the former available in both front and four-wheel drive. The first- and second-generation SX4s
sold alongside one another until The original model was sold in certain European markets as
the Fiat Sedici. It was designed by Giorgetto Giugiaro 's Italdesign Giugiaro studio and has been
produced since Although originally intended solely for Europe, the SX4 is sold in most of
Suzuki's international markets. Depending on the market, it was available with petrol engines in
the 1. Although originally intended solely for the European market, the SX4 was eventually sold
in most of Suzuki's international markets. The car is based on the Suzuki Swift and falls within
Japanese regulations concerning vehicle external dimensions and engine displacement for a
car classified as a "compact". Production in Hungary was expected to be 60, units per year â€”
two thirds to be sold by Suzuki and one third by Fiat, badged as the Sedici. The SX4 Crossover
has also been sold in Indonesia since However, locally assembled versions were introduced a
year later due to higher market demand. The locally assembled versions are then equipped with
some new features, including four-wheel disc brakes, and multi-information display. Indonesian
produced SX-4 was also exported to Thailand. Base engines are the 1. The cars were only
available with a 4 speed Aisin LE automatic transmission in In , Suzuki Auto posted the best
year end close in company history, with SX4 sales a primary contributor to this success.
Available were anti-lock brakes , traction control , stability control , fog lights, and an advanced
key in a Touring package. This was the second best selling car in Hungary in , after the Suzuki
Swift. This version uses rear drum brake disc on non CBU X-Over , unique wheels, body kit, and
no rear spoiler. The model year of saw SX4 sedans with standard GPS navigation systems
manufactured by Garmin with Bluetooth, weather, and a gas station locator. Both the 1. Both
two-wheel drive and all-wheel drive versions of the SX4 are available, although not all
combinations of drivetrain and body style may be available in a given market for instance, until
the latter part of the model year of , the United States SX4 Crossover was only available with
iAWD. The SX4 received changes to the grille, taillights, instrument cluster, climate controls,
and door trim, as well as a restructured cargo hold, removing the fold-up rear seats in favour of
an 'arena seating' raised rear seat layout. Non-fleet all-wheel-drive models added new rear skid
plates. A new SportBack model offers a lowered sport tuned suspension, body kit, rear spoiler,
and also removes the roof rack. Since the model year of , the SX4 five door hatchback is
available with a 1. The 1. The United States received a new 2. The car is offered with either a new
six speed manual , four speed automatic transmission for 1. The continuously variable
transmission CVT with paddle shifters comes with a 2. Production of both body styles ended in
Japan in March , with stocks available for sale until October Indonesian market SX-4 received
updates, including a new speedometer, a redesigned dashboard, new road wheels, and grill
design, mid-bass speaker, HID projector headlamps, and AUX port on the head unit. While the
X-Road variant discontinued due to low sales. Suzuki Indonesia launched a new variant, named
RC1. Navigation added as a optional feature on US models and the front fascia was redesigned
and was the last model year for US and Canada model. In , Maruti Suzuki launched the Indian
version of the SX4 sedan with minor cosmetic differences compared to the models assembled
and marketed elsewhere. The cars were initially equipped with the 1. It was later updated to the
1. Maruti introduced a compressed natural gas CNG factory fitted kit in August In February , a
diesel version was introduced. At the Paris Motor Show in September , Suzuki unveiled S-Cross
Concept, a futuristic study of a subcompact crossover , as introduction of an upcoming
production model. The European model went on sale in the autumn of Early models include
choice of 1. Powered by 1. The SX4 S-Cross design was updated for with a new front end and
more efficient headlights. The position lamps now have energy-saving LEDs and function as
daytime running lights. The new 1. The optional all-wheel drive system is dubbed "AllGrip" and
was introduced in the Suzuki Vitara. It has four selectable driving modes and is claimed to send
torque to the rear wheels before a loss in traction can occur. In India, the facelifted model is
only available in a mild-hybrid setup, with a volt belted alternator-starter unit coupled to the 1.
Due to BS6 norms being implemented since 1 April , the diesel was discontinued. A petrol
model was introduced in August with a 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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Suzuki ceased selling automobiles in the United States and Canada between and Vehicles for
the North American market from onwards are sold exclusively in Mexico. The common project
was a bigger hit for Suzuki than for Fiat since the Japanese brand sold twice as many vehicles
as the Italian brand in the first production year. Its name was far more known in the off-road
vehicles than Fiat, and that gave them an advantage. On top of that, the SX4 was sold on more
markets and was fitted with a wider choice of engines. Giorgetto Giugiaro designed it, and it
might be one of the biggest mixes on the market at those times. It featured a bodywork, which
was a mix between a station wagon and a minivan, a ground clearance bigger than a compact
vehicle, and smaller than a 4x4. Its front fascia resembled the one on the Swift range, with
horizontal slats and a wider mid bumper section. Inside, the SX4 offered ample headroom for
five passengers and higher-mounted seats, which led to better legroom. The rear seats featured
a split-folding and tilting mechanism to expand the otherwise small trunk. A three-dial
instrument cluster with four gauges provided the necessary information to the driver. Apart
from the Fiat-sourced engines 1. Moreover, it offered a few versions fitted with an automatic
transmission. Fiat and Suzuki developed a semi-independent rear suspension for both
all-wheel-drive and front-wheel-drive systems. All rights reserved. Pick brand. Suzuki used its
experience in producing 4x4 vehicles as part of Fiat's agreement to produce the SX4 in Europe.
A facelifted version showed up in , but the curtain fell for the SX4 in , when the company
replaced it with the ongoing SX4 S-Cross. At first, the SX4 was fitted with a 1. Both powerplants
lack refinement and feel underpowered when fitted with the four-speed automatic gearbox. As
far as diesels are concerned, the SX4 started with a 1. After the 1. Whether you go for FWD or
AWD versions, the SX4 handles surprisingly well and displays both agility and plenty of grip
when it comes to negotiating tight corners. Body roll rarely shows up, while the steering setup
favors decent feel and responsiveness. Other than that, AWD versions are capable off-roaders
thanks to the Lock mode, which might prove attractive for those facing rough terrain on their
daily commute, for example. Other amenities include side and curtain airbags for both the driver
and passenger, ABS and traction control. Otherwise, the front seats are well-shaped and offer
adequate lateral support, yet they lack lumbar adjustment. Unfortunately, engine, tire, and wind
noise are quite vocal especially as speed increases, but the dashboard is neatly designed, with
all the controls ergonomically placed around the driver. Plus, the steering wheel adjusts for
both reach and height, a relief for taller drivers. Plastics are decent, but Suzuki knew how to
make excellent use of materials like aluminum to imbue the interior. Everything feels well-glued
together, plastic squeaks are a rarity while post-facelift models offer cushioned door armrests
and better soundproofing. Storage spaces are a bit scarce around the cabin, but at least the
door pockets can hold everything from water bottles to other similar-sized items. Every SX4
offers a CD stereo system with MP3 connectivity and controls mounted on the steering wheel,
but higher-spec models include Bluetooth connectivity plus a USB socket along with sat-nav.
The 1. Also, the 2. Depending on the trim level, optionals came as alloy wheels, air conditioning,
climate control, cruise control, sat-nav, roof rails, and traction control. In a nutshell, you get a
reliable and practical car with average fuel efficiency credentials, yet sturdy and capable of
tackling rough terrain. Home Car Reviews. Drive Interior Budget Specs. Powertrain At fi
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rst, the SX4 was fitted with a 1. Handling Whether you go for FWD or AWD versions, the SX4
handles surprisingly well and displays both agility and plenty of grip when it comes to

negotiating tight corners. Quality Plastics are decent, but Suzuki knew how to make excellent
use of materials like aluminum to imbue the interior. Infotainment Every SX4 offers a CD stereo
system with MP3 connectivity and controls mounted on the steering wheel, but higher-spec
models include Bluetooth connectivity plus a USB socket along with sat-nav. Efficiency The 1.
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